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Philadelphia Rabbi Participates in Religious Emphasis Week

Charities Chosen For Campus Chest

Rabbi Arnold G. Kaiman Invited by Y to Lecture; Represents Jewish Chataqua Society Education Group

Rabbi Arnold G. Kaiman, assistant at Congregation Keshefar Israel in Philadelphia, will represent the Jewish Chataqua Society Education Group at the 12th Annual Spring Festival of Israel held this week.

The theme of the festival is "Religious Emphasis Week," and the purpose of creating better understanding between Judaism and other religions through education. As part of his representation of the society and in conjunction with the religious emphasis theme, "Between the Lines," Kaiman will deliver a series of lectures and will participate in a panel discussion tomorrow and Wednesday.

Two Chapel Talks

In chapel tomorrow morning, Rabbi Kaiman will speak on the topic, "Wake Up and Live." Tomorrow afternoon, from 3:00 to 5:00, he will be the guest at an informal hour with "The Meaning of History" as its theme. At an assembly at 3:30 p.m., the rabbi will speak on "Bible," while "Between the Lines" is the theme of a panel discussion on the topic, "The Meaning of History." 

A Phi Kappa Beta

Rabbi Kaiman graduated from Magon College at the University of Cincinnati and is an Associate of Arts at Yeshiva University. He is also a member of the Jewish Student Brotherhood, a frater of which he was president in 1957 at the Hebrew Union College.

Before coming to Philadelphia he was active in student work at the Hebrew Union College and was a member of the College of Jewish Studies.

Clinic Day 'Unqualified Success'

Clinic Day, conducted Saturday at the Philadelphia Children's Hospital for the Blind, was a great success. The girls from the Philadelphia Children's Hospital led by the quote Varsity Club president and their mascot, "Cheryl Slagel," attended.

Steve Bobb informs someone would-be groppers.

Din Dorger, "an unqualified success," was led by Larry Kott. Mark Boon wrote the song to another Dorm, while Dick Derr, and the Boys 47 both showed their stuff with Ron Rig, Bob Rob, and Steve Bobb, during the day.

According to varsity basketball player Pete Wise, "we accomplished a lot of instruction. Dick had a good time."

There will be a meeting at all of the athletic majors, and is scheduled to meet at 3:00 P.M. in Bemberger Hall. The purpose is to introduce freshmen psychology majors to the entire department and present information on the upper classes.
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URSINUS in the PAST

by R.L. Stevenson

The marital eligibility of college students was a concern to college administrators. The Pennsylvania State College had compiled statistics showing that a large number of students were married or engaged, and it was wondered whether or not a college education was consistent with a married or engaged life. The findings showed that a significant number of freshmen were married or engaged, and that this practice did not prejudice matriculation. In fact, it was found that in other states, the statistics showed that college students who were married or engaged later, but more wisely, and that the collegiate status of these students among college women is of present respect.

"Frederick's at the University of Pennsylvania during the spring semester at the University." Many were surprised to find that a college student could ask the "question" for a rule existed among women in the first year to restrict the number of scholarships that would be awarded to women. The belief was that scholarship would be materially reduced by the addition of female students present.

Julie Ruby

The Resident Correspondent of the "Junior class at this time. It is significantly that the university's activities now allow for the first time in their history.

The "Junior Ruby" was the Resident Correspondent of the "Junior class at this time. It is significantly that the university's activities now allow for the first time in their history.

The "Editorial of May 31 con­cluded a remark made by one in sympathy with the college's policies and was directed to the attention of the students the previous year. The "Editorial of May 31 con­cluded a remark made by one in sympathy with the college's policies and was directed to the attention of the students the previous year.

Pearson, Williams Named

WASA and WSGA Representatives
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Leber-South Leads Dorm Cage League

With the Intramural Basketball season limited to the Dormitory Cage League this year, Leber-South emerged as the season's eventual champion. According to the campus basketball fans, Leber-South has stolen the show this season and leaves a lasting impression on anyone who witnessed the action.

M.A.S.C.A.C. Wrestling Tickets on Sale

Student tickets are available at the Student Union for viewing the M.A.S.C.A.C. wrestling team take on West Chester College. The match will be held in the Field House, State College, West Virginia. Ticket prices are as follows: Adults $1.00, Students $0.50. Proceeds from the match will be used to support the M.A.S.C.A.C. wrestling team.

Grappers Pound PMC, 32-0; Dean, Powers Still Unbeaten

The Ursinus grapplers captured their fifth consecutive triumph in dealer fashion over Penn Military College, 32-0. The Bears equalled a school record when they completed the season undefeated. The Bears' wrestling teams possessed only two shut outs in the entire history of the sport at Ursinus. PMC was too undermanned even to give Ursinus a battle, and eventually succumbed in rather umorous fashion.

Dean Fights Again

Dick downtown for the second time, Dean (83 pounder), had a relatively easy time in his bout against Phil Buscar, a 171 pound dual-ender. Dean actually outscored his opponent throughout the match, and defeated him by a 33-0 decision over PMC's Ralph Mecum.

Hens Pluck Bear Fur

Ursinus College fell to its third straight defeat last night when the highly favored Bob Richards Brackin (235) was defeated by West Chester's Steve Dehenhardt (170) by decisioning PMC 's Kirk Duble (170) by a 15 point decision, 38-25. Ursinus grapplers are looking forward to the final heavyweight match this Saturday in which Roger Morris will meet PMC 's Steve Dehenhardt who defeated former Ursinus grappler Bob Richards Brackin.

Hoostyers Winless in Week's Action: Delaware, Drexel Drubblers
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Dragons Dominate

Playing their last weekend of the season, the Dragons employed a winning combination of strong offensive play, teamwork and defense.

For Two Victories

The Hens were victorious in both their matches last weekend, defeating Drexel by a 15 point decision, 38-25. Ursinus grapplers are looking forward to the final heavyweight match this Saturday in which Roger Morris will meet PMC 's Steve Dehenhardt who defeated former Ursinus grappler Bob Richards Brackin.
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**Summer in Mexico Announcement**

The 1963 Summer Session at the National University of Mexico will be held through August 16, 1963. A Summer Session at the University Study Tour to Mexico is also being offered.

Summer Session on the General University of Mexico campus will be the most beautiful in the world. Many theses and dissertations have been donated to the fund to build a new student center.

Mrs. Noss was shown a film which portrays the daily life and the art and culture of Mexico.

The course will feature 14 seminars and 4 field trips.

**Chemistry Society**

D Discounts and $500,000 is given in the fields of fish farming, horticulture, forestry, and agriculture, and from the Soviet union to remain a part of the Oregon State University. The society makes many interesting observations as it is a part of the society that is interested in the fish that is caught in the question period.

Education in Russia, he said, "is a very serious problem because of the need for the teachers to be in their homes, a comparatively small percentage of the population."

The Russian men have a real education problem because of the need to be able to do many jobs that are left behind in our country. The result of the (war) manufacturing, a manufacturing man, the one hand one or one quarter percent slow, and the Wholesale in the slow speed, is difficult, and if the order, to request to do and exchange in production methods must be supplied to the Russian.

Literally, this very Red Schmid according to the Communist party, "if we are not so good, the capitalist in the line of up the same the same will be the loss of the United States."

Are Russians Happy? Mr. Schmid was surprised to be told that he was not "so bad," but rather, they were used to listen to the criticism of the flow of the United States and their own way.

A member of the audience asked Mr. Schmid if the Russians are "happier people?"

"My definition of freedom every year," Mr. Schmid commented. "If you are not free, you may think you are more satisfied than ever before, and whether you have the time to listen and to do and the freedom that you have with weekly, and necessity for Moscow."

**Credit Awards Offered For Outstanding Fiction**

Cash prizes totaling $2,000 will be awarded for a short story contest designed to stimulate the writing of fiction. The contest will be sponsored by Story Magazine.